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South Korea’s Demographic Changes and their Political Impact

South Korean society is in the throes of demographic and socio-political change, which will challenge the adaptability and resilience of its young democracy. The growing influx of immigrants into the Republic of Korea (ROK) creates a unique opportunity for the South Korean society to deepen the meaning and practice of democracy through the social and political integration of these “New Koreans.” Although official recognition of these newcomers includes rights to citizenship under specific circumstances and substantial support for acculturation programs, discrimination by the larger society, economic insecurity, and sociocultural marginalization surround their daily lives. The ROK is in a transitional moment from what Anthony Smith describes as the “ethnic-genealogical” model of national identity to the “civic-territorial” model.¹

This paper addresses the political implications of a South Korea that is increasingly constituted by ethnically different individuals from multiple countries who speak different languages and practice unfamiliar customs. It emphasizes that South Korean democracy, born of relative homogeneity in the late 20th century, will have to accommodate growing heterogeneity in the 21st century. Accommodation includes political representation of the New Koreans in government, elected office, civil society organizations, in addition to educational access and re-education of the Korean public regarding national identity and interests. The paper also discusses how demographic heterogeneity can change foreign relations as newcomers mediate economic, diplomatic, and people-to-people ties with their countries and cultures of origin. Additionally, the increasing presence of different and mixed ethnicities invites examination of the long-held basis of peninsular unification, namely, “pure bloodline,” and the exploration of an alternative civic and democratic rationale for unification to match the demographic dynamism.

Policy Implications

The presence of New Koreans means the rise of new political voices that demand attention and influence in Korean politics. The acculturation process necessitates an expansion of political space by the majority South Korean population so that the newcomers can exercise the rights and responsibilities of political participation and avoid the accumulation of grievances against the majority.

Deepening democracy in this context requires policy adaptation in the legal system (pertaining to immigration, family law, criminal jurisdiction and adjudication, legal redress for foreign nationals who are victims of violence, etc.), improved oversight and coordination among government ministries and between the central government and local governments, changes in political institutions (developing mechanisms for political representation of New Koreans, civil society responsiveness), and national education about demographic changes and democracy.

In a society whose denizens are of diverse national and cultural origins, foreign policy diversification is inevitable. Immigrants are and will be creating new economic, diplomatic, and people-to-people ties between the ROK and their respective native countries. How New Koreans might shape the foreign policy and security interests of the ROK is an important question.

New Koreans do not share with the majority of South Koreans the history and psychological legacy of the Korean War and over a half century-old commitment to the U.S.-ROK alliance. Will the alliance and the bilateral relationship with the United States be more or less of a priority in the future? Given that Chinese citizens are the largest group of marriage migrants in South Korea, might they and their offspring facilitate friendlier ties with Chinese and China? What kinds of regional geopolitical and economic changes might emerge from the demographic changes inside the ROK?

Concerning unification, the growing number of officially recognized multicultural denizens prompts a renegotiation of the foundational basis and future goals of unification within the ROK from an emphasis on ethnonational unification to a unification based on pluralism and acceptance of sociopolitical heterogeneity. Inducing North Koreans to accept non-ethnic Koreans as integral members of a Korean polity will be a significant challenge.

Lastly, the U.S. and other stakeholders of democracy and pluralism should fashion policies toward the ROK that support political and cultural pluralism and advance the deepening of democracy.

Overview of Migration

Since the 1990s, the Republic of Korea (ROK) has hosted tens of thousands of foreign nationals in any given year. As of March, 2015, the ROK government recorded 1,813,037 foreign-born persons residing in Korea, including students, white collar workers, migrant workers in low-end industries and service jobs, undocumented workers, and "foreign brides." In 2014, documented (legal) workers totaled 503,135 and together with an estimated 64,507 undocumented workers comprise laborers in primarily 3D industries (dirty, dangerous, difficult) and low-end service sectors.

Currently, more than three out of one hundred residents in Korea hail from foreign countries,
a spectacular demographic change from 1990, when less than 50,000 foreigners, comprising 0.1 percent of the nation’s population lived in Korea. By 2020, they are expected to constitute about five percent of the total population and 10 percent by 2030, a level comparable to the proportion of immigrants and multi-ethnic populations in some European societies today.

The first significant wave of in-migration involved workers from poor countries, predominantly from Asia, who were invited by the ROK government through the Industrial Trainee System in the early 1990s. The second wave resulted from the ROK Employment Permit System (2004), which granted worker status to foreigners from fifteen Southeast and Central Asian countries with specific visa allotments for each country and type of job agreed upon in bilateral Memorandum of Agreements. The ROK government’s EPS website states that the permits “[a]llow employers to hire foreign workers in the labor shortage industries such as agriculture & stockbreeding, fishery, construction, and manufacturing with less than 300 regular workers.” The EPS allows for a maximum three-year term of employment with the possibility of a one-time extension of two years (at the employer’s request) and entitles the workers to protection under Korean labor laws and Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance. The aim was to regularize foreign workers by lowering their inclination to leave their designated workplaces in search of greater mobility and pay (thereby increasing the pool of undocumented workers). This had been a serious problem for the Korean government and employers under the trainee system. As in other countries, the undocumented (“illegal”) worker population persists, as a result of overstaying tourist or student visas or as a consequence of quitting the designated place of employment without authorization.

The third wave involves mostly women who formally immigrate to Korea as wives and build families with the Korean men they marry. Korean men who are agricultural workers, part of the urban poor, or lower-middle class bachelors or divorcés have a hard time finding Korean women to marry and therefore engage match-making agencies or “brokers” to find a spouse. The men tend to be significantly older than the women, and the couples usually cannot communicate in a common language and have little or no understanding of each other’s personalities of living conditions. China is the largest sending country, followed by Vietnam; women also come from the Philippines, Mongolia, Thailand, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and some Eastern European countries. Today, there are over 820,000 people belonging to a multicultural family in Korea, a figure which has more than doubled over the past eight years.

Marriage migration has been facilitated by the central and local governments. It is one of the very few immigration categories that promises an expedited path toward permanent residency and naturalized citizenship. Although South Korea has restrictive immigration policies, this group is singled out because of their ability to fill a vital social and economic need: to offset the “bride shortage” among Korean nationals and to increase the Korean-born population. In February, 2014, about 300,000 foreign spouses (mostly female) of
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Koreans resided in the ROK, about half of whom held foreign passports and half had become naturalized ROK citizens. In rural areas, about 40 percent of new marriages per year are between a Korean male and a foreign-born female. Unlike the migrant workers, the female marriage migrants are expected to reside permanently in South Korea, rear children, take care of their parents-in-law, and assimilate into Korean society. The Korea Times summed up the changing demographic situation in a nutshell: “Given that one in 10 Koreans tie [sic] the knot with a foreigner and the number of children from such marriages has surpassed 20,000 per year since 2010, it has become practically impossible to define Korean society without taking them into account.”

Native Population Decline and Immigrant Family Growth

The in-migration of a significant group—“foreign brides” or “marriage migrants”—has been the single exception to the ROK’s restrictive immigration policy, and the government has facilitated marriage migration at the central and local levels. A combination of an acutely low birth rate among the native-born—the lowest among all OECD countries at 1.19—and the fastest-ageing population in the OECD has become a looming threat to economic productivity, social stability, and the size of the military.

The demographic crisis is well-understood by Korean leaders. A study commissioned by the National Assembly concluded that South Koreans could “face natural extinction by 2750 if the birthrate were maintained at 1.19 children per woman—assuming no reunification with North Korea or significant inflow of migrants.” In contrast to a precipitous decline in the native 9-24 age group, the number of multicultural adolescents increased by more than 21 percent from 2013 to 2014. The total size of South Korea’s labor force is expected to peak in 2016-2017 and decline thereafter; economic growth would shrink to 2.5 percent in 2050, compared with 4.2 percent in 2011. In December, 2014, the Korea Economic Research Institute issued a report concluding that continued and increased immigration is the only viable way to sustain an adequate labor force and economic growth (4.3 million in 2030; 11.8 million in 2050; 15.3 million in 2060).

In the security sector, military officials are formulating future troop size based on the declining number of potential recruits and are planning reductions
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of soldiers from 552,000 to 387,000 by 2020. In February, 2012, compulsory military service law was changed to increase the eligibility pool and reflect a growing heterogeneous population; language emphasizing ethnonationalism (“serving the nation and ethnicity”) was deleted and replaced with “serving the nation and its citizens.” The law formally recognized a multi-ethnic ROK military, requiring all male citizens, regardless of ethnic background, to perform the mandatory military service expected of all able-bodied Korean men. Prior to this revision, the law exempted men who visibly appear to have phenotype (physical) features that reflect a mixed-race background from performing the mandatory service.

The need for in-migration of foreign women also reflects changes in Korean women's priorities about marriage. Women from the countryside migrate to urban areas in search of jobs and upwardly mobile husbands. In urban areas, they eschew middle-age bachelors or divorced men seeking wives. In general, women are less interested in marriage than ever before: A recent government survey reported that only 45.6 percent of female respondents aged 9-24 said marriage was something they should do in life in contrast to 62.9 percent of males, and in a survey of 2,361 college students, 47 percent of women did not believe marriage is necessary.

Citizenship, Acculturation, Discrimination

The ROK government formulated what Deborah Milly calls “orchestrated governance” through the Act on the Treatment of Foreigners in Korea (2008). The top-down framework relies on central policy planning that local governments and NGOs can adopt and support based on the specific strengths of the assistance-providing body and the particular needs of immigrants in specific locales. The Multicultural Families Support Act (2008) focuses on marriage migrants and multicultural children and families through language classes, prenatal and child-rearing classes, educational support for children, employment of immigrant mothers as translators and interpreters at schools and counseling centers, and emergency centers and hotlines for victims of violence.

Additionally, the government has tightened financial eligibility requirements for Korean males seeking foreign wives in order to reduce the large portion of multicultural families that are living in poverty. Language requirements for prospective wives also have increased in order to encourage better communication between the newcomers and their spouses and local communities.
Authorities also have increased oversight of exploitative private agencies that recruit women for marriage migration. The government budget for multicultural family programs (which involves the Ministry of Education and other relevant agencies) ballooned from 200 million won (US $195,000) in 2005 to 181 billion won (US $170 million) in 2014.20

Citizenship requirements for marriage migrants were simplified and expedited since 2004.21 While the simplified process normally requires the applicant to reside in Korea for more than three years and pass written exams on language & culture, the special rule for marriage immigrants requires only two years and generally exempts them from written culture exams. The assumption was that the immigrant spouse would gradually learn the Korean language and culture. Additionally, the normally required interview was eliminated with the understanding that interview materials used for the marriage process would be adequate. A report by the International Organization for Migration (IOM) on Korea’s naturalization requirements states that between the early 2000s and 2012, marriage immigrants composed about 70 percent of total naturalizations and at the writing of the report in 2013 composed 82.6 percent.22

Foreign nationals and new immigrants in Korea provide labor and replenish the national population pool. The women also serve as unpaid care-givers for the growing number of elderly family members. However, their differences with native Koreans in terms of physical features, language, and customs are sources of social tensions and anxiety for the mainstream population. The discrimination that the women experience often trickles down to their children.

More than 200,000 “mixed race” or “mixed-ethnic” children are Korean citizens by birth and compose South Korea’s “multicultural families” together with their parents. The Support for Multicultural Families Act, enacted in September 2008, defines “multicultural family” as consisting of a Korean national and immigrant spouse and their children. The birth rate among immigrant mothers is higher than that of native Korean women, and the number of school-age children from mixed ethnic families enrolled in schools grew more than seven-fold from 9,389 in 2006 (the first year the government began compiling official figures) to 67,806 in 2014.23 In 2014, the proportion of South Korean youths to the country’s overall population reached its lowest level ever at 19.5 percent.24 By contrast, the number of multicultural adolescents increased by more than 21 percent from 2013.25 The student population consisted of 48,297 (71.2% of total) in primary school; 12,525 (18.5%) in middle school; 6,984 (10.3%) in high school.26
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Children of part Chinese descent composed 34.4 percent; 19.5 percent of part Japanese descent; 16.5 percent of part Vietnamese descent; 14.3 percent, part Filipino, followed by Thai (2.2) and Mongolian (2). An estimated third of all children born in 2020 (1.67 million) are expected to be of part Korean and part other Asian descent (“Kosian”), composing 3.3 percent of the total population. Immigrants and Koreans of heterogeneous parentage will literally change the face of Korea for the long duration, but they also present the society with urgent policy tasks.

In late 2012, the National Human Rights Commission of South Korea reported that 42 percent of multiracial children surveyed in a recent poll had been “teased or discriminated against by their classmates for their inability to pronounce Korean words properly.” A recent Seoul City survey “showed that four out of five foreign teenagers were not in school, largely because of discrimination and bullying.” In 2008, government reports revealed that 15.4 percent of multicultural children aged 7 to 12 did not attend school (22 times the national average) along with 39.7 percent of junior high school age children and 70 percent of high school age children. Social marginalization persists to the detriment of children’s schooling.

**Korean Chinese (joseonjok)**

Chinese migrants, especially of Korean descent (joseonjok), have comprised the largest group of labor migrants. Geographic proximity, language familiarity, and in some cases, access to relatives in the ROK have made it easier for them to enter Korea and for Koreans to receive them as “distant kin” who share commonalities and are not fully foreign. Joseonjok occupy a higher rung on the hierarchy of foreign nationals than migrants of non-ethnic Korean descent and enjoy some preferential treatment, akin to Japan’s nikkeijin (“return-migrants”) from Brazil and Peru. In 2007, the ROK government created the “Visit and Employment Program” (H-2 visa) for ethnic Koreans with Chinese citizenship, which permits free entry into and departure from Korea for three years to work in specific economic sectors that require low-skill labor (construction, light...
manufacturing, and services). In 2005, the Ministry of Justice established a program that applied only to joseonjok in order to legalize the status of those who were undocumented. The Voluntary Departure Program offered undocumented joseonjok workers to leave Korea voluntarily in return for legal visas (after a one-year hiatus abroad), which would permit them to reenter Korea and work for up to three years. The joseonjok have received the most policy attention among migrant worker and immigrant groupings.

However, many analysts point out that “co-nationality [sic., co-ethnicity] can be recognized but full equality denied.” Workplace accidents are a form of danger to the hundreds of thousands of foreign workers in Korea. Undocumented workers have borne the lion’s share of them because they tend to work for bosses or businesses that emphasize cost-saving over worker safety and protection. Korean-Chinese are no exception. The South China Morning Post reported that “[c]onstruction industry insiders, meanwhile, estimated that their sector alone hires some 300,000 legal and illegal Korean-Chinese workers. South Korean employers, they argued, still hired ethnic Koreans without work permits because their illegal status would prevent them from protesting against harsh working environments and demanding better treatment.” In July, 2013, five out of nine deaths from industrial accidents in Seoul were of Chinese nationals of Korean ethnicity.

**Ethnonationalism and New Koreans**

The growth of international marriages and mixed families amounts to a social revolution in a society steeped in the belief that Koreans uniquely hail from thousands of years of “pure” ancestral bloodlines, common language, customs, and history. Many scholars have demonstrated that Koreans on both sides of the 38th parallel have adopted constructed notions of ethnocentrism and ethno-nationalism as inherent or even constitutional parts of Korea’s and Koreans’ identities since the Japanese colonial era and the struggle to reclaim sovereignty. Historian Andre Schmid traces the historiography further to turn-of-the-century intellectuals’ desire to “decenter” China as the Middle Kingdom and to frame national history as familial history rather than court-centered history. The emphasis on bloodline and ancestry facilitates a familial orientation among people of Korean descent as belonging to the Korean “race” irrespective of actual kinship and citizenship. (Korean citizenship law is based on the principle of *jus sanguinis* or citizenship by bloodline.)
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The Korean word for “state” is also infused with familism, as *gukga* translates literally into “state-family” and refers to the “collectivity of government, land, and people.” Such identity construction allows North Koreans to be of the same national family even though a bloody war was fought and actual families have remained separated for over six decades. Two separate surveys conducted in 2014 by the Asan Institute and Seoul National University revealed that ethnicity still remains the primary reason for the necessity of reunification.

Yet, many South Koreans today seem to be making genuine efforts to examine and overcome their biases when compared with neighboring societies of Taiwan and Japan, which also struggle with the need for marriage migrants amid the majority population’s resistance. Although Taiwan, like the ROK, has severely low birth rates, foreign mothers from two leading sending countries, China and Vietnam, do not bear more children than Taiwanese mothers. One explanation is that women from these countries are familiar with family planning. But the fact that Taiwan’s public discourse derogates what is assumed to be a decline in “population quality” engendered by women who come from poorer countries in Southeast Asia may be a disincentive. In 2004, Taiwan’s Deputy Minister of Education publicly urged his ministry officials to discourage foreign brides from having many babies and encourage contraception for the sake of population quality. Sara Friedman emphasizes that Chinese women from the mainland who marry Taiwanese men exercise only “partial citizenship” because of their compromised political identity as originating from the People’s Republic of China.

Although Japan confronts dire population problems similar to those of the ROK, thus far, it has gone out of its way to avoid and prevent permanent in-migration of foreigners. From 1992 to 2012, about 350,000 marriage migrants arrived in Japan, which is a tiny figure per capita compared to South Korea. The Japanese government does not pursue a policy of importing foreign brides or expending central government funds for acculturation and integration programs.

Younger Koreans in particular are more civic-minded and less fixated on ethnonational markers of identity in comparison to their age group ten years ago and to the older generation today. They are more open-minded about the requirements of “Korean-ness.” A recent survey by the Asan Institute for Policy Studies in Seoul revealed that only 55.4 percent of respondents in their 20s believe “having Korean bloodline” is an important component of Korean identity compared to 82.4 percent aged 60 and over. A remarkably high percentage (between 90.4 and 95.4) of all respondents believe “abiding by Korean political and legal
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systems” is a vital part of being Korean. Jiyoon Kim, who authored the study, comments that nearly 80 percent of respondents in 2005 and 2010 believed that Korean bloodline was important to being Korean but that in 2013, the figure dropped to 65.8 percent and “as many as 30.4 percent thought that sharing the same bloodline is not important to being Korean.”49 (emphasis added)

Nevertheless, caution is necessary when assessing survey data that show increased acceptance of ethnic and other forms of heterogeneity in South Korea. First, despite the fact that the ROK changed its citizenship law in 1997 from patrilineage to bilineage (meaning that a child born to a female Korean citizen and non-Korean male is eligible for Korean citizenship), most Koreans in everyday life, old and young, still consider “bloodline” to be determined by the father. In this context, children in multicultural families might be viewed as “Korean” if their father is a native Korean, which would reinforce the notion of Korean ancestral continuity. Second, given the growing numbers of older Koreans and their generally conservative tendency in voting behavior and policy preferences, their continued emphasis on traditional forms of Korean identity—bloodline and singular ethnic ancestry—reflects significant obstacles to social acceptance and equal treatment of immigrants and their mixed-ethnic families.

The 2009 Hyundai Research Institute report on the steps needed to develop South Korea into a mature, multicultural society bears heeding. At the time, their assessment of South Korean society’s acceptance of other cultures was one of the worst in the world.50 The study by Asan Institute in 2014 revealed that 32 percent of Koreans view mixed-race families as a “threat to social cohesion.”51 Furthermore, a study by the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family in 2012 revealed that 86.5 percent of South Koreans emphasize the importance of blood lineage, and only 36 percent answered favorably about the coexistence of diverse races, religions, and cultures in South Korea, which is less than half of the average 74 percent among 18 European countries.52

These examples point to social and political fault lines within the South Korean polity. Whether and how Korean democracy might accept New Koreans as true citizens and compatriots with equal access to the assertion of rights, interests, and voices to influence the future of South Korean politics and policies is a critical question. Whether and how currently marginalized New Koreans might not only exercise the rights of citizenship, but also take responsibility for improving the conditions of their respective groups and develop a more robust democracy is a companion question.

Public education that offers accurate, thoughtful information from multiple perspectives, especially those of migrants and immigrants and their families, and debates that encourage the exchange of such perspectives are key to developing a culture of sociopolitical tolerance and inclusion. Jiyoon Kim observes that “well-publicized


propaganda distributed by the government to treat multiethnic and multicultural families well has facilitated accommodating civic nationalism instead of ethnic nationalism to a certain extent."\textsuperscript{53} The Korean government’s efforts to make available school textbooks that address multiculturalism would also facilitate public understanding of demographic and related social changes.

But Mi Ok Kang, author of \textit{Multicultural Education in South Korea}, explains the growing politics over multicultural education.\textsuperscript{54} As more teaching resources become available and scholars, teachers, book publishers, business leaders, and the central and local governments get involved in determining “appropriate content.” She finds worrisome the trend since 2010 to reduce the number of government-authorized Korean language arts textbooks and the related narrowing of ways to teach and learn multicultural curricula and argues for “critical multicultural education” as a way to develop “a full dimension of multicultural/multilingual others’ identities without transmitting distorted images of migrant others.”\textsuperscript{55}

The learning gap and social discrimination are high. A study by the Korea Institute of Child Care and Education, published in 2012, found that 40 percent of multiracial children had difficulty speaking Korean because their immigrant mothers lacked fluency. The study found that youngsters who had attended childcare support centers or had accessed other such public services scored higher on the language test.\textsuperscript{56} The Korean government stepped up to fund daycare centers, special kindergartens, and other educational support programs for the children. The \textit{Korea Times} reported in March, 2015 that the Ministry of Education runs “80 education institutes where multiracial students can learn the Korean language and culture for six months before starting their education in ordinary schools” and that the number would rise to 100 in 2015. Given the current figure of 121,000 preschool students from multicultural families, such programs are expected to expand to the higher grades to accommodate the children’s educational development.\textsuperscript{57}

The government has also designated 150 schools to offer programs to raise awareness about multiculturalism with all students. In the late 2000s, multiple government ministries (Education, Science and Technology or MEST; Gender Equality and Family; Justice) and provincial governments jointly established projects to develop teachers, curricula, and school environments that would foster multicultural education. MEST initiated the “Multicultural Family-Student Education Support Project” in 2009 and funded selected university education schools (departments) to develop teacher-training and courses for the future. A total of about US $1.4 million were invested, “more than one-fourth of the total budget for multicultural children in 2009.”\textsuperscript{58} Nancy Abelmann and her co-authors, who published an assessment of the project’s planning process concluded that the
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development of multicultural education in South Korea was in a “makeshift” state, characterized by “considerable confusion and a space for generative activity, honest reflection…or even [positive] unintended consequences.”

Various media outlets serve an important function as informational and cultural mediators through multilingual programming via television, radio, internet, and mobile devices, including public service news to assist foreign workers and multicultural families, as well as entertainment. Migrant World Television (MWTV), a multi-ethnic broadcaster, is operated by immigrants and temporary foreign workers. Major Korean outlets such as TBS, EBS, Arirang, and Woongjin Foundation, in addition to regional outlets, are engaged in diversifying and cross-fertilizing information and cultural content among the growing heterogeneous Korean population. Multicultural Music Broadcasting was established by the Woongjin Foundation in 2008 for the explicit purpose of serving the needs of migrant workers and marriage immigrants. “DJs from China, Vietnam, the Philippines, Thailand, Japan, Mongolia, Russia and Egypt provide Korea-related information and useful living tips, while also introducing popular music from around the globe. Starting in November [2010], the Woongjin Foundation aired 60 animated children’s tales from China, Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines, Mongolia and Thailand through their satellite TV station.”

Laws that establish the boundaries between freedom of expression and association and outright racial/ethnic discrimination and violence are urgently needed. After Bonojit Hussain, a research professor at Seoul’s Sungkonghoe University was racially accosted by an ethnic-Korean man in July, 2009, he brought the case to the police to file charges and to the attention of the ROK National Human Rights Commission. His one-man activism to address the injustice took him to the National Assembly, whose members were forced (or inspired) to debate legislation that bans discrimination and racist acts. Although bills were considered several times, the last in 2012, no anti-discrimination law has been passed. Virulent opposition, especially by right-wing Christian groups, forced an end to the debate in the legislature, and some politicians who had supported such legislation backed off in the face of threats by the conservative activists.

The ROK will be pressured from within and by the international community to develop legal standards and safeguards against racism and discrimination as the population grows more diverse. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on racism issued a call in October, 2014 for the Korean government to step up and pass comprehensive anti-discrimination laws and to “fight racism and discrimination through better education, as well as ensuring that the media is sensitive and conscious of the responsibility to avoid racist and xenophobic stereotypes and that perpetrators are punished where appropriate.” He and others have urged the ROK government to ratify the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.
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New Koreans and Political Participation

The ROK government does not have affirmative action-type programs for naturalized Koreans and other legal immigrants to serve in government, as it does for defectors from North Korea. Immigrants generally do not have easy access to understanding the South Korean political system, process, or norms, and because most work in the private sphere as wife, mother, daughter-in-law, and housekeeper, they are not necessarily expected to become political or participate in public life.

The ROK government provides a domesticated acculturation program for foreign brides: Textbooks that teach Korean language and programs that teach Korean culture focus almost singularly on cooking Korean dishes, relationships within the family, especially with the mother-in-law, and looking after children and their school work.

Immigrants and migrant workers have taken initiatives to organize their own civic, cultural, and religious groups, and some have organized politically and engaged in activism for better labor conditions, anti-discrimination education for the Korean society, and legal protections for women who are abused by their Korean husbands or parents-in-law. They also have South Korean advocates and supporters from a broader political spectrum than do the defectors from North Korea. Foreign wives, documented and undocumented foreign workers, and native Korean activists together claim public space for social and political interaction and interest formulation regarding immigration policy, the promotion and protection of foreign nationals’ rights, and the transformation of educational and cultural institutions to prevent discrimination against multicultural families.

The prevention of violence against foreign wives (by their family members) and legal punishment of perpetrators is a pressing demand. A rash of violent crimes, including aggravated battery, rape, and killing of marriage migrants, particularly from Vietnam, heightened both the native and non-native communities’ awareness of the serious problems of the foreign-born and their mixed-ethnic children.

Like in Japan, local governments in areas with large numbers of immigrants and migrant workers have taken initiatives to include foreigners in communal life and respond to their particular needs. Ansan City is a good example, where the local government has been supporting foreign nationals and immigrants through a variety of community services, including language, sports and driver’s license classes as well as legal advice on visa status and employment. Wongok village in
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Ansan has gone so far as to declare itself a “borderless village” in recognition of two-thirds of its population being non-Korean.66

In recent years, electoral politics has become a new venue for the articulation of immigrants’ interests. Judith Hernandez, originally from the Philippines, was the first foreign-born naturalized Korean citizen to run for a seat in the 2008 ROK National Assembly election. Hernandez’s commitment to a multicultural Korean society won her support from the immigrant community, as well as from those political parties that were seeking the support of foreign-born residents in South Korea. But Jasmin Barcunay Lee (Jasmin Lee), another Philippines-born immigrant, was the first to achieve a seat in the National Assembly in 2012 as a naturalized Korean. She is a member of the Saenuri (ruling) Party and succeeded through proportional representation.

Like Hernandez, Lee is the widow of a Korean man and the mother of multicultural children. Her election was hailed by some Koreans and observers around the world as path-breaking, but South Koreans’ ethno-nationalistic and xenophobic sentiment was also apparent on internet sites. The protestations ranged from a form of economic protectionism against public funds being spent on foreigners (“Korea gives foreigners benefits which it doesn’t even give to its nationals”) to anti-multiculturalism (“Unlike the United States or China, Korea has been a racially homogeneous country. I don’t know why we need multiculturalism.”).67

The new immigrants’ relationships with political parties are tenuous. Many naturalized Koreans do not vote or vote according to their husbands’ or in-laws’ preferences. Whether they exercise their voting privileges as their linguistic and cultural adaptation to South Korean life advances is an important question. Research is needed on how the Korean-born multiethnic children view their relationship with Korean democracy as they come of political age and whether they press political parties to represent their interests over time. Like in many in-migration societies, it is more likely for the second generation of multicultural family members to exercise more fully their political rights than the immigrant generation.

It is also possible that immigrants and their offspring will insert their interests more clearly through party representation as their numbers continue to grow and South Korea confronts more fully the complexities of identity and minority politics. Thus far, conservative and liberal parties cautiously render support for a multicultural Korea, but prejudices remain high barriers to actual electoral participation by immigrants. It is also possible that political parties will woo and recruit minority groups as the latter’s political presence and voice grow. In the context of unification politics, anti-immigration and ethnically identified parties might emerge.

Immigrants’ experience with different types of democratic procedures and norms prior to entering Korean political life will significantly affect their capacity to adapt to Korean democracy. Because the home countries of many migrants range from authoritarian systems as in China and Uzbekistan, democracies like the Philippines, fledgling democracies like Mongolia, and reform-oriented systems like Vietnam, New Koreans are not at the same starting point for understanding and acculturating to Korean political life.
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Impact on Foreign Policy

There are inevitable impacts, both positive and negative, that the experiences of New Koreans have on South Korea’s diplomatic, economic, and people-to-people relations with the respective sending country. The mistreatment of foreign women, in particular the violent abuse by their Korean family members or labor/marriage brokers, can strain bilateral relations. Foreign workers who are denied their wages or basic health and safety protections can pressure their embassies and NGOs in Korea and their home country to advocate on their behalf. The negative impressions of South Korean society that foreign nationals and naturalized Korean citizens pass on to their kin and friends in their country of origin can generate distrust and animosity toward Korea and Koreans. Also, foreign policy tensions affect relations among different types of Koreans. There are reports that when Korea-Japan competition over Dokdo/Takeshima Japan flares up, ethnically Korean school children blame Japanese-Koreans, and “[w]hen disputes with China rise, Chinese-Koreans become the target.”68 The actions of non-state actors also apply as in the case of Islamic State (IS). Pakistani and other Muslim residents in Korea have grown fearful of a backlash against them by Koreans because of the shock and concern among East Asians following the execution of two Japanese nationals by IS in January, 2015. As Koreans realize that such terror threats can be linked to their own country, especially because the government supports U.S.-led anti-terror policies, Muslims and those who are assumed to be Muslim feel more vulnerable. The Korea Times reported that “[i]n 2013, a Taliban operative who came to Korea under the guise of a migrant worker was deported for his role in organizing rallies against the United States and a war against the West.”69

Philippines

President Park Geun-hye, who was elected in December 2012, has pursued enhanced trade, aid, and security cooperation with the “VIP” countries: Vietnam, Indonesia, and the Philippines. President Benigno Aquino of the Republic of Philippines (PR) was the first foreign head of state to visit the ROK in the first year of Park Geun-hye’s new presidency. On October 17, 2013, the first day of the visit, the two presidents signed three agreements, including military sales to the Philippines, sports cooperation, and US$80 billion loan for a flood mitigation project in Pampanga province.70 Jasmin Lee was commended “for her efforts in securing the approval of relief and rehabilitation assistance from the Republic of Korea for the victims of Typhoon Pablo in the Philippines.”71

When President Aquino met with representatives of the 50,000-plus Filipino community in Korea on his second day of the state visit, he especially congratulated Jasmine Lee for “fostering warm and cordial bilateral relations between the Philippines and the Republic of Korea, and promoting the rights of migrant women through her civil society work and public service.” She was recognized for her leadership of the Filipino community in
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Korea and “for bringing pride to the Philippines through her election to the 19th National Assembly, and becoming the first naturalized Korean to be a member of the Korean parliament.” The Philippines president conferred “the Order of Lakandula with the rank of officer in recognition of her achievement and efforts to champion the cause of Filipinos and other foreigners living in South Korea” at a ceremony in Seoul. The accolade included recognition of her role as a member of the Committee on Foreign Relations, Trade and Unification and the Committee on Gender Equality and Family of the National Assembly.

President Park also praised Lee and introduced her at the state dinner as a human bridge between the two countries. She also expressed gladness that the peoples of the two countries can become part of the same family as well as close neighbors, noting that the volume of people-to-people exchanges surpassed 1.3 million and that the number of Filipino spouses married to Koreans reached 15,000 last year.

Lee has assumed prominent positions in the National Assembly and is recognized as a hardworking dedicated lawmaker. She sees her primary mandates as representing immigrant families in Korea in the policy arena: “I was nominated to represent the growing number of immigrants in Korea, being their voice in policy making decisions as well as to be the link to help Korea in the transition to a multicultural society.” Her professed main goal is to design and implement a workable roadmap for multiculturalism in Korea by establishing a congressional department within the next ten years that can develop and oversee legal and policy changes toward multiculturalism. Additionally, Lee has a varied portfolio of interests. Rather than the single issue of multiculturalism, she extends her efforts to support Korean veterans of war as well as lawsuits filed by “comfort women.” She also works with other immigrants to help children of North Korean defectors.

Prior to Lee, another naturalized immigrant from the Philippines, Judith Hernandez, had run for...
the National Assembly in 2008. Both Hernandez and Lee were active leaders for migrants’ rights and welfare before entering politics. They earned the political and moral support of immigrant communities in Korea even though the women do not represent them officially by district or party. Migrant communities are becoming established as a de facto interest and identity group in Korean electoral politics, a trend that is likely to grow.

The ROK and the PR enjoy strong and friendly relations. Since 2006, Korea has been the number one source of tourists to the Philippines with about 1.2 million a year. In 2014, a total of 1,175,472 Koreans visited the Philippines, contributing to about a quarter of total tourist arrivals to the country, followed by the United States with 14.95 percent and Japan with 9.59 percent. As of July, 2015, the ROK was the fourth largest trading partner of the Philippines after the U.S., Japan, and China, and exports from the Philippines to Korea increased 40 percent between 2009 and 2013. Both countries have been improving security ties as the territorial dispute between China and the Philippines over Scarborough Shoal has intensified.

Closer government-to-government ties apply also to the education sector as the ministries of education started in 2012 to exchange teachers between the two countries to educate students in both places about the history, language, civics, and social studies of each country. The teachers are expected to share best practices and help develop teaching materials on multiculturalism. Upon returning home, they are expected to raise cultural awareness of one another’s societies. The ROK Ministry of Education hosted the Asia-Pacific Teacher Exchange for Global Education program from September to November, 2014, when teachers from Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines were deployed to Korean schools. At the same time, twenty Koreans went to the Philippines and fifteen to Indonesia to teach in the respective country’s schools.

In April, 2015, the government of the Philippines signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Woongjin Foundation and its partner Digital Sky-net Inc. to raise public awareness of Filipino migrant issues and to promote Philippine culture to the broader South Korean public. The embassy staff participate as guests and provide information to the Filipino diaspora in Korea. Gennie Kim, a Filipina-Korean, works as the DJ for the signature program, Philippines Language Multicultural Family Music Radio and manages a Facebook page with information on Korean immigration and citizenship policies, information on vocational training, labor issues, multicultural civic organizations’ events, and other information.
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Vietnam

In contrast to the meteoric rise of Jasmin Lee, who has uplifted the spirits and status of the Filipino community in Korea, the violence against Vietnamese women, which has been publicized by various Korean, Vietnamese and regional media outlets and social network sites, became a sensitive foreign policy issue between the ROK and Vietnam. The Korea Times reported: “There is no doubt that the Vietnamese leadership is concerned about the alleged abuse of Vietnamese women by their Korean husbands. The Southeast Asian country has been hit by media reports that Vietnamese wives are the victims of various kinds of spousal abuse.”86 In 2007, when Im Hong-jae, the newly appointed ROK ambassador to Vietnam, presented his credentials to the Vietnamese government, President Nguyen Minh Triet and other Hanoi officials requested that the ROK government better protect and improve the treatment of immigrant women from Vietnam. The president of the Vietnam Fatherland Front, an arm of the government and the Communist Party that oversees and conducts mass mobilization and encourages popular patriotism, urged Ambassador Im to “pay more attention to the Vietnamese immigrants so that they can better integrate into Korean society.”87 Vietnamese ambassadors to Korea also have raised the need for the ROK government to “regulate international marriage brokers by laws as well as government policies.”88

But positive diplomatic developments also are apparent. Even thorny issues dating back to the history of Koreans’ involvement in the Vietnam War have been kept at bay through the Vietnamese government’s efforts not to politicize issues between the two countries. Despite the knowledge that some Korean soldiers in the Vietnam War were brutal fighters, inflicting harm on civilians as well as combatants, including rape (and the fathering and abandonment of children), neither the government nor the Vietnamese public have made such history political.

In light of the new economic cooperation and people-to-people interactions with Korea, Hanoi emphasizes the present and future, rather than the past. On the 50th anniversary observation of the deployment of South Korean troops in the Vietnam War, Korean officials suggested that the focus of the ceremony be on multiculturalism and Lai Dai Han (a Vietnamese term for a mixed ancestry person born to a South Korean father and a Vietnamese mother including the victims of Korean soldiers during the Vietnam War), with a view to setting the stage for the two countries to get over their bloody past and move toward a bright future.89 The Vietnamese-Korean women and their Lai Dai Han children represent in body and symbolism a shared past and future between the two countries.

In 2014, the ROK Ministry of Justice reported that 129,973 Vietnamese were living in South Korea, about 50,000 of whom are married to Koreans.90 Although there is no authoritative count of Lai Dai Han, they are estimated at between 1,500 by the ROK government and between 10,000-30,000 estimated by humanitarian
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organizations working in Vietnam.91 Both the Lai Dai Han from the Vietnam War era and “New (新) Lai Dai Han,” mixed-Vietnamese-Korean children born after the two countries resumed economic engagement, are known to reside in South Korea, usually as undocumented migrants, but a reliable estimate is unavailable.”92

Vibrant trade, investment, and tourism between the two countries are evident. Since 2009, the diplomatic relationship between the two countries has evolved from a comprehensive partnership to a strategic cooperative partnership. South Korea is the third largest trade partner for Vietnam, and Vietnam is Korea’s fourth largest export market.93 An estimated 90,000 to 130,000 Koreans have been residing in Vietnam over recent years and engage in trade and investment activities. In 2014, “Korea was the biggest foreign investor in Vietnam with $7.3 billion, ahead of Japan. Last year, their bilateral trade surpassed $30 billion for the first time, a surge of more than 60 times from the $490 million recorded in 1992 when they were just beginning to restore diplomatic ties. Trade is expected to grow even more with their free trade agreement [which was signed in May, 2015], expected to take effect by the end of the year.”94

The ROK’s Korea Tourism Office opened its first office in Hanoi in August, 2013 to promote and manage the bilateral growth of people-to-people visits. It also created the “2013-Korea Tourism Year in Vietnam” campaign to promote two-way trade and cultural exchange. In 2013, the number of Korean tourists to Vietnam ranked second (748,727) behind China (1,907,794) but ahead of Japan (604,050) and the United States (432,228).95 In the same year, the ROK loosened visa requirements for Vietnamese tourists. The growing Vietnamese penchant for South Korean products (from small appliances, garments, and cosmetics to food and machines) are facilitated partly by tourism and Vietnamese migration to South Korea.

China

China maintains a subtle interest in its citizens working and residing in South Korea. It is most sensitive to Korean policies that might disturb or threaten Chinese sovereignty. For example, when ethnic Koreans started arriving from China in the late 1980s, “the Korean state welcomed them and offered permanent residence and possibilities for citizenship for those descended from anti-Japanese activists.” But because “Chinese leaders opposed what they saw as an affront to Chinese sovereignty,” the policy was revised in 1990 to limit Chinese nationals to a three-month tourist visa.96

Even after the two countries normalized diplomatic relations in August 1992, Beijing remained sensitive to the national identity and loyalty of its citizens abroad, which limited Seoul’s ability to
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advance the welfare of Chinese migrants and integrate them even slightly into the Korean labor force and society. Although the ROK legislature had intended to include joseonjok (ethnic Koreans of Chinese nationality) in the Overseas Korean Act of 1998, it refrained from any gesture that could be interpreted by China as “claiming” Chinese citizens. Korean sociologist Dong-Hoon Seol and his coauthor emphasize the importance of the geopolitical and diplomatic context in which cross-border migration of co-ethnics occurs. They remark that South Korea “does not want to anger China by luring Joseonjok away from China and thus challenging Chinese sovereignty.” They point out that although Japan has an ethnically tiered immigration policy, with descendants from Brazil and Peru (nikkeijin) placed at a low rung, the latter have “more freedom of movement than enjoyed by joseonjok from China because the two Latin American countries are not great powers with the proximity and economic and military capacity to influence Tokyo.” Therefore, Japan does not have to be wary of slighting or offending Brazil and Peru; by contrast, South Korea does have to be wary of China’s perceptions and reactions.

Chinese workers in Korea have been at the receiving end of many humiliations and mistreatment. But the Chinese government has tended to ignore or overlook the plight of their compatriots. Chinese media coverage is sparse and vague on the plight of Chinese citizens in Korea. In 2014, China News carried an article citing information from Busan City Hall, mentioning that “despite the large population [of migrant Chinese in Korea], there are inadequate resources, centers, and policies for when these foreign residents have issues. Often there arise problems and disputes due to a lack of infrastructure to support foreigners.”98 Rather, Taiwanese and Hong Kong media have reported on the discrimination against and mistreatment of mainland Chinese living and working in Korea.99

Chinese perceptions of gender roles in China and Korea color Chinese migrant wives’ experiences in South Korea. Women from China perceive Korea to be a place where women are treated poorly owing to “excesses of Korean patriarchy”100 compared to men and women in China. They worry that highly rigid gender roles would force them to bear the burden of household chores, child-rearing, looking after parents-in-law, and providing for ancestral rites.101 Joseonjok who visit their hometowns in China sometimes narrate stories about gender inequality and lack of freedom for women in Korea, which compound negative perceptions of life in Korea.

In this author’s view, Beijing would have good reason to address physical and social protections for its nationals working and living in the ROK, but it deliberately turns a blind eye because it does not want to raise attention to labor, political, and
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human rights. It would be contradictory for Beijing to protest the poor treatment of Chinese nationals in Korea when the Chinese government keeps domestic demands for such rights at bay.

**Inter-Korean Relations:**

Any process of peninsular unification must be based on the fact that South Korea is now a multi-ethnic and multi-national society whose democracy must expand and protect equal citizenship and human rights for all New Koreans. Yet such a premise would face opposition from North Koreans, given the decades-long extreme ethnonationalism and xenophobia officially propagated by Pyongyang. It is conceivable that race-based conflicts might poison the inherently complicated contestation over power and resources that any unification process would entail.

North Koreans have criticized the South for permitting the racial and ethnic mixing of Koreans through marriage migration. The Korea Workers Party newspaper *Rodong Sinmun* condemned the ROK’s turn toward a multicultural society as an “unpardonable crime” and “poison” against the Korean nation and the prospect of independent unification. DPRK delegation member Kim Young-chul told his counterpart at the 2006 inter-Korean military talks that “the purity of the Korean people has been intact since the beginning of history” and that the South’s policies and practices were corrupting such purity. Kim declared that “not even a droplet of ink should be permitted” to stain the river of the ethnic nation.

Christopher Hitchens recounted in *Slate* magazine the North Korean racism he encountered upon his visit to the DPRK, which included the condemnation of South Korean society as a “mongrelized” society. Brian R. Myers, author of *The Cleanest Race*, argues that racist nationalism is the driving ideological force of the DPRK regime, abetting the “celebration of racial purity and homogeneity” that assumes moral superiority. Such xenophobia and hostility to diversity of people, lifestyles, and ideas would certainly make unification difficult. For North Koreans, unification still means the ethnic nation; how they would deal with the different or mixed ethnicities of the South Korean society today is a big unknown.

This author wrote in an earlier publication that the ROK government policy toward migrant workers has been “held hostage by the yet unfinished nation-state-building project on the Korean peninsula.” Specifically, the possibility of opening up the north to South Korean-controlled manufacturing and services is an obstacle to creating regularized (if not permanent) and predictable foreign labor practices. In 1996, around the time the ROK government was struggling to institutionalize and rationalize the first version of migrant worker policy, the Korea Labor Institute recommended that “Korea should not open its labour market on a large scale” in part because “in North Korea, about 50 per cent of the labour force is still employed in the agricultural sector” and “could be a major source of unskilled labour when Korean reunification occurs.” At the time, the Federation of Korean Industries and the Korea Federation of }
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Small Businesses concurred in their opposition to a worker permit system with the argument that it would jeopardize the ROK’s unification efforts toward the North: “The employment permit system is expected to make it difficult for the government to send foreign workers back to their countries when there arises the need for Seoul to hire a massive number of North Koreans after Korean reunification.”

The political acculturation and integration of New Koreans are critical to building national cohesion and identity, as well as to improving the newcomers’ access to economic and social well-being. But their capacity for political participation in Korea’s democracy and the institutional and procedural capacity of the political system—government and civil society—to incorporate their interests and activities are underdeveloped. Expanding political participation and institutionalizing norms of multiculturalism now are imperative. Doing so will help make democracy more robust for the future when new challenges of political contestation and inclusion emanating from the process of unification arise. Otherwise, a disenfranchised and alienated immigrant population plus economically and politically dispossessed migrants from the DPRK will most likely destabilize democracy and fracture society severely.

Immigrants and multicultural families provide South Korea with unique opportunities to expand and deepen democracy as well as foreign relations. Many seek inclusion and search for ways to contribute to South Korea’s security and prosperity. Private Jae-min Lebatard, aged 21, is a good example. Born in Cheongju to a Korean mother and a French father, he became the first mixed-ethnic member of the ROK military to serve as a border guard at the DMZ in Paju in February, 2015. As a dual citizen, he could have given up his Korean citizenship to avoid military service, but he chose to be conscripted “because he wanted to live as a ‘true’ Korean.”

Implications for U.S. Policy

The United States has a stake in how well South Korea embraces sociocultural diversity and deepens its democracy, given that democratic values and institutions are acknowledged by both countries’ leaders to be a common glue that helps bind the alliance. The health and robustness of democracy in South Korea, which has a close economic but guarded political relationship with China, which tends to repress ethnic and religious minorities, are also important symbolically and practically for the projection of U.S. leadership in promoting and safeguarding democracies and cosmopolitan values.

With regard to the U.S.-ROK alliance, there is the possibility that a demographically diverse but ethno-politically fragmented ROK can become unsteady as a partner if national solidarity regarding the primary importance of the bilateral relationship cannot be maintained over time. Might New Koreans, who do not share with the majority of South Koreans the history of the Korean War and the alliance, consider the U.S.-Korea relationship less or more of a priority in the future? How will Koreans of mixed ethnicity and cultural identity as they come of age in the next couple decades identify the national interests of the ROK? How should the United States and the ROK work together to encourage continued support of the alliance and other aspects of American-Korean relations as the demographic terrain of Korea changes? How
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might the U.S. and the ROK share lessons about best practices and pitfalls regarding immigration and political integration of newcomers?

The Americans need to think ahead about how internal demographic changes in South Korea could affect the country’s foreign policy and security relationships and how Americans and other stakeholders of democracy and tolerant multiculturalism might fashion policies toward the ROK that support political pluralism and further democratic consolidation, including public diplomacy and outreach to new leaders among the New Koreans.
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